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Monopoly 2020 Latam Edition 1 Category:Mexican television series Category:Spanish-language television programs Category:Spanish-language Netflix original programming Category:Space Jam (film series) Category:2018 in Mexican televisionReview: White Fox A few years ago, I stumbled across this idea of a “White Fox” on Pinterest, which is an Aboriginal tradition of unravelling yarn
from wool and floss, until the threads are no longer recognizable as yarn. When you take your finished white fox and run it through your fingers, the silkiness feels like silk and the pattern is like none other. Since then, it has remained one of my favorite projects to work on. Each year, my sister and her partner host the Scottish Folk Festival, and I always bring along my little foxy friend. I thought
to myself recently, I’m not sure if that’s still an option, with the current pandemic, but luckily, I found a lovely artisan who was able to create one for me during my quarantine. This has been hanging on my wall for a few weeks, and I’ve been admiring it from a distance every day. That’s partly why I decided to do an entire winter-inspired quilt using white foxes. I really wanted to make something
warm, toasty and cosy, so I chose a comfy and soft collection of cozy animal prints for the background and a soft and muted grey for the white foxes. The colors are wonderfully subdued, and add in that certain luminosity that makes the foxes pop from the background. I don’t know if I will be sewing any more in the near future, but I’m also loving the fact that I was able to keep it a work of art,
without sewing in the traditional way. When I was growing up, I was always envious of women who could sew in their bedroom with their children sleeping upstairs, but it was not something I could do. I enjoy now being able to put these kitschy and not-so-kitschy prints on the wall, and look at them from a distance. They make me smile and add a cozy, warm feeling to my day. I’ve got the foxes
all decorated, and I have about a month of my life remaining with no sewing, so I’m looking forward to a nice winter quilt making. Don’t forget to follow 570a42141b
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